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Abstract
During the last decade an increasing number of bridges are becoming severely deteriorated due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) in Denmark. Some bridges have already been demolished due to lack of knowledge on the residual load carrying capacity.

The deterioration of concrete by ASR has been widely documented. The majority of the experimental data are based on relatively small scale laboratory specimens accelerated by various exposure conditions. Research on assessment and influence of severely ASR deterioration on the material properties and residual load carrying capacity of real-life structures is unfortunately limited.

This paper presents an overview and discussion of the Danish experiences with assessment of the residual load carrying capacity of severely non-shear reinforced ASR damaged bridges. The discussion is supported by experimental data acquired from large scale in-situ tests of three severely ASR deteriorated bridges. The influence of ASR cracking on the mechanical properties of concrete and the pre-stress effect on the reinforcement due to ASR expansion are discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is a well-known deterioration mechanism in Denmark. In Denmark most of the aggregate sources contain reactive silica components both in the fine and in the coarse aggregate fraction. Porous opaline flint and porous chalcedonic flint were found as the main reactive aggregate types in the country [1]. Both reactive aggregate types are characterized as fast reactive, which can cause deleterious ASR cracks within a few years in the structures [2].

Systematic research on ASR in Denmark started already back in 1951 based on the report of Poul Nerenst [3]. The early research on ASR was performed by the Danish Committee on Alkali Reaction in Concrete. An important contribution of this research programme was the classification of flint types. Another significant contribution was the statement: if the porous flint content in the sand is less than 2 vol.%, the sand is less liable to cause deleterious expansions and crack formations in the concrete [1]. The early research also resulted in a systematic approach to the assessment of deteriorated concrete structures [4]. From 1970 research on ASR in Denmark consisted of both laboratory and real-life structures. Among others the external supply of alkali e.g. from de-icing salts was investigated [5]. This research period led to the development of a mortar bar expansion test in saturated sodium chloride solution, test method TI-B51. The mortar bar test measures the potential for aggregates to expand [6].

In 1961 a comprehensive research on ASR already existed in Denmark and preventive measure concerning the amount of reactive porous flint was available for the concrete industry [1]. However, there was no official regulation or requirements concerning the amount of reactive compounds in aggregates and in alkali content in cement until 1987. In 1987 a Code of Practice was published [7]. This Code of Practice specifies a concrete specification for all public and governmental constructions and is used to prevent deleterious ASR. The Code of Practice provides requirements for the maximum alkali content of the concrete and the acceptance criteria of the reactivity of aggregates with correlation to the expected environmental exposure of the structure. By fulfilment of the requirements...
in the Code of Practice it is expected that the incidence of deleterious ASR in Denmark will be limited in the future.

However, since the Code of Practice first was adopted and made mandatory for public and governmental constructions in 1987, today Denmark is in a situation where a large percentage of the Danish bridges and tunnels are constructed with concrete containing a critical amount of reactive aggregates. The reactive aggregates are mostly found in the sand fraction as porous opaline and chalcedonic flint. The Danish Road Directorate has estimated that approximately 600 bridges have the potential to develop severe ASR, which corresponds to approximately 15 percentages of the Danish Road Directorate owned bridges. A large amount of the bridges are constructed during the rapid development of the Danish infrastructure in the 60s and 70s. In addition to the 600 of the Danish Road Directorate owned bridges there may be an unknown but not less significant amount of municipal bridges constructed of concrete containing a critical amount of reactive aggregates.

Today, some bridges in Denmark are suffering from severe ASR with comprehensive ASR induced crack formation. To the authors' knowledge four bridges in Denmark had already been demolished due to ASR deterioration and uncertainties regarding the residual shear capacity and safety requirements of these bridges. However, the decision to demolish these bridges has been based on a subjective evaluation built on visual inspections and petrographic analysis of drilled cores from the bridges.

Realistic full-scale tests of real-life ASR deteriorated structures are limited. Up to 2015, most of the tests regarding the influence of ASR deterioration on the shear capacity of reinforced concrete are based on small-scale laboratory prepared and conditioned elements [8,9,10,11]. Test results from different authors concerning the shear capacity of ASR deteriorated reinforced concrete are generally contradictory. This may be due to differences in the degree of damage, reinforcement configuration, test setup, type of reactive aggregate and the conditioning of the tested elements. These differences result in significant challenges in the interpretation and comparison of test results.

Therefore, the Technical University of Denmark, University of Southern Denmark and The Danish Road Directorate took the initiative to start a project where to date three real-life severely ASR deteriorated bridges were investigated. The purpose is to provide more experimental test results of real-life severely ASR deteriorated bridges and to obtain a profounder understanding of the parameters influencing the residual shear capacity of these bridges. Three of the major civil engineering consultant companies in Denmark, Ramboll, COWI and NIRAS participate in the project.

This paper presents an overview and discussion of the Danish research from the diagnosis of ASR to the structural effect of real-life ASR deteriorated bridges. The paper will among other show preliminary results of the influence of crack orientation on the compressive strength of concrete and the shear capacity of severely ASR damaged beams cut from a real-life ASR damaged bridge.

2 THE EXAMINED REAL-LIFE ASR DETERIORATED BRIDGES

From 2012 to date three severely ASR deteriorated bridge decks were examined and full-scale tested. The bridge decks in all the investigated bridges were only provided with two layers of horizontal reinforcement but not provided with vertical reinforcement. It is well-known that crack formation due to ASR strongly depends on the boundary conditions and on reinforcement configuration of the structures. Since all the bridge decks were not provided with vertical reinforcement, the cracks were mainly orientated parallel to the horizontal reinforcement inside the decks. The ASR expansion in the vertical direction is not constrained by any reinforcement. Figure 1 shows the typical crack formation in the bridge decks. The fluorescent impregnated concrete cores in Figure 1 are drilled both vertically and horizontally from the bridge deck in bridge no. 3.

The background of the examined bridges and the tests performed on each bridge are as described:

Bridge no.1 was constructed in 1976 and consists of three spans. Bridge no. 1 is a beam and slab bridge. The middle span is located above a highway and the side spans are located above hillsides at the bridge ends. The bridge was constructed in reinforced concrete, where the non-shear reinforced bridge deck is cast together with two longitudinal prestressed main beams. The total bridge length is 54.5 m and the width is 10.0 m. A visual inspection of the bridge in 2012 showed comprehensive fine wet longitudinal ASR induced cracks and white precipitations at the cantilever part and at the prestressed main beams. Figure 2 shows the ASR induced cracks in the northern cantilever part and prestressed main beams. Four in-situ full-scale shear tests were performed on the northern cantilever part of the bridge deck. Results from these full-scale tests are presented in [12] and a profounder analysis and measurements are presented in [13]. Based on the in-situ full scale shear tests a demolition of the bridge was avoided with significant economic savings for the Danish Road
Directorate and for the society in general. Besides of the in-situ shear tests, 12 beams from the cantilever part were cut and send to the laboratory for core drilling and for petrographic analysis. The drilled cores were used to measure the influence of ASR crack orientation on the compressive strength and on the splitting tensile strength of the concrete. In 2012, the widths of the cracks were in average measured to 0.1 mm and the maximum widths of the cracks were 0.25 mm. The widths of the cracks were measured on 12 beams.

Bridge no. 2, was also constructed in 1976 and consisted of three spans. Bridge no. 2 was a slab bridge. The middle span was 14.0 m and the side spans were 8.25 m. The middle span was located above a highway. The entire bridge was constructed in reinforced concrete. The total bridge length was 30.5 m and the width was 9.1 m. The height of the bridge deck was 0.7 m. The entire bridge deck was cracked due to ASR. The bridge was demolished in 2010 due to uncertainties regarding the residual shear capacity of the bridge deck. In connection with the demolition of the bridge an in-situ full-scale test was conducted on a part of the bridge. No reduction of the shear capacity due to ASR was reported [14]. However, four 7.65 m long beams were sawed and stored until 2013. In 2013, the widths of the cracks in the beams were in average 0.1 mm and the maximum widths of the cracks were locally measured to 4 mm at the end of the beams. The four beams were tested in a three point bending test setup in the laboratory. Cores were drilled from the beams and strain measurements on the reinforcement were performed after locally removing the concrete cover for the beams.

Bridge no. 3, was constructed in 1966-1967. Bridge no. 3 is a slab bridge. The pile supported slab bridge consists of a southern and a northern bridge. The total length of the northern bridge is 312 m and the total length of the southern bridge is 120 m. The width of the bridge is 10.0 m. The height of the deck is 0.3 m. Figure 3 shows an overview from beneath of the bridge deck. Both the northern and the southern bridge decks are completely cracked due to ASR. Already 10 years after the inauguration of the bridge major signs of ASR induced cracks were observed underneath the bridge deck. Figure 4 shows cracks observed from beneath of the bridge deck in 2014. In 2014 six trapezoidal slabs were cut from the northern bridge deck. The slabs were cut only from the northern bridge. Each of the six trapezoidal slabs was cut into six beams with different lengths. In 2014, the widths of the cracks in the beams were in average 0.1 mm and the maximum widths of the cracks were measured to 1.5 mm. Figure 5 shows the trapezoidal slabs after the cutting into beams at the Technical University of Denmark. The beams were marked 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and A, B, C, D, respectively. Full-scale bending tests of beams marked 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 were performed in the laboratory. The test setup and the shear span to effective depth ratio were varied during the test of the 18 beams cut from six slabs. The reinforcement configuration was the same in all 18 beams. Strain measurements on the reinforcement by strain gages were performed on beams marked A, B, C and D from all six slabs after locally removing the concrete cover. Concrete cores were drilled from beams marked A, B, C and D with different orientations from all the six trapezoidal slabs.

A detailed visual inspection has been conducted on all beams and elements cut from the three ASR damaged bridge decks. Moreover several examinations of thin sections have been conducted. From these examinations and inspections the authors can in general neglect the possibilities for other contributing factors to cause cracking. The contributing factors could be fatigue of concrete slab by repeated active loading by traffic, freezing and thawing and steel corrosion due to chloride intrusion. However, locally in some of the beams cut from bridge no. 3 signs of steel corrosion due to chloride intrusion have been observed, see Figure 9.

3 EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 Uniaxial compressive strength and crack orientation

The majority of literatures reported considering the compressive strength of ASR deteriorated concrete are related to the correlation between compressive strength reduction and ASR induced expansion. In these studies the concrete cores are prepared and conditioned in the laboratory without taking into account the restraintment of the ASR expansion by the reinforcement. The crack patterns of these laboratory conditioned concrete cores are generally irregular leading to so-called map-cracks. Furthermore, it is recognized that there are significant variations in the crack patterns between laboratory conditioned cylinders and real-life drilled cores. This is due to discontinuity in the crack formation and variation in environmental conditions.

When assessing the residual load carrying capacity of real-life structures the actual compressive strength of the drilled concrete cores is essential in the evaluation. As mentioned in the previous chapter, in all of the investigated real-life bridge decks the crack orientation is very regular. The cracks are generally orientated parallel to the main horizontal reinforcement in the bridge decks, since the decks are not provided with vertical reinforcement. In
order to clarify the influence of the crack orientation on the uniaxial compressive strength of ASR cracked concrete, concrete cores where drilled from beams from all three investigated bridge decks. The cores were drilled both vertically and horizontally. A diamond drill cooled with water circulation was used for the drilling. The large majority of the drilled concrete cores from the three bridge decks were surprisingly cohesive after drilling. Despite of the comprehensive formation of ASR cracks it may be assumed that the reaction product, the alkali-silica gel, probably act as a strong glue binding the crack walls together.

After drilling the ends of the concrete cores were cut and squared by polishing. Generally, concrete near the top and bottom of the drilled cores were cut off, since the deterioration degree can be different above and under the reinforcement bars. After drilling and cutting the concrete cores were of 100 mm diameter with a length/diameter ratio of 1.5 to 2.0. To avoid desiccation cling-film was wrapped around the concrete cores and afterwards sealed in plastic bags just after cutting and polishing. The concrete cores were packed until the uniaxial compressive strength tests were performed.

The compressive strength tests were performed as deformation controlled with a loading rate of 0.5 mm/min. This differs from the European standard [15] where compressive strength tests are performed as load controlled testing. After the compressive strength test the measured concrete core strength was converted to a concrete strength corresponding to a 150 x 300 mm cylinder according to guidelines by the Danish Road Directorate [16].

3.2 Strain gage measurement of ASR induced pre-stress in reinforcement
In the literature where the increases in shear strength are reported it is commonly stated that the decrease in compressive strength is compensated by the pre-stress induced in the reinforcement as a result of the ASR expansion. In order to verify whether the ASR induced expansion has caused a pre-stress effect in the longitudinal reinforcement, tension strain measurements were performed on beams from bridge no. 2 and no. 3. The measurements were performed after the elements are cut into beams.

Before bonding of the strain gage to the surface of the reinforcement bars the concrete cover was locally removed. The free part of the reinforcement bar was grinded and the surface was abraded to remove any loosely bonded adherents in order to develop a surface texture suitable for bonding. After preparation of the surface the strain gage was locally glued onto the reinforcement bar. A wire was solded to the cobber terminal on the strain gage and connected to a data logger. The preparation of the surface and bonding of the strain gage were performed according to [17]. The reinforcement bar was cut about 15 cm from the strain gage in the same time as measurements by the data logger were performed. The data logger measures the contraction of the reinforcement bars.

3.3 Shear capacity of real-life ASR damaged beams
From 2012 to date 22 ASR damaged beams were shear tested in the laboratory. Four beams were cut from bridge no. 2 and 18 beams were cut from bridge no. 3 for laboratory tests. In addition to the 22 beams 4 in-situ full-scale shear tests are performed in the cantilever part of bridge no. 1 as described above.

In this paper only shear tests of three beams from bridge no. 3 are presented. The three beams were cut from one trapezoidal slab. The beams were loaded until failure in a symmetric three point bending test setup. The shear span to effective depth ratio, a/d, varied from 2.56 to 3.92. The load was applied by a deformation controlled actuator with a loading rate of 0.5 mm/min. Deflections were measured at 8 points along the beam. Moreover, the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system ARAMIS was used to monitor the load induced deformations and crack propagations during testing.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter only a few results obtained during the project are shown and discussed. Generally, the results are representative for the three investigated reinforced bridge decks.

4.1 Uniaxial compressive strength and crack orientation
Figure 6 shows the influence of crack orientation on the converted compressive concrete strength of concrete cores drilled from bridge no. 3. The concrete cores are all drilled from the same trapezoidal slab in the same area. The converted compressive concrete strengths are represented graphically as a boxplot. Figure 6 shows clearly that the strength of the concrete cores with ASR cracks primarily orientated parallel (horizontally drilled) to the load direction are considerably higher than the strength of concrete cores with ASR cracks perpendicular (vertically drilled) to the load
direction. These results are supported by test results from the two other tested bridge decks. However, the amount of ASR cracks and the compressive strengths can be different between the bridge decks and areas within the same bridge deck.

These results are also supported by results reported by [18], which to the authors’ knowledge is one of the very limited studies focusing on the influence of elastic restraint on ASR crack formation and compressive strength of laboratory accelerated and conditioned specimens.

The modulus of elasticity, Young’s modulus, for the ASR deteriorated concrete cores also depends on the crack orientation within the tested concrete cores. Figure 7 shows the stress-strain relationship for concrete cores with ASR cracks parallel and perpendicular to the load direction. The Figure shows that the modulus of elasticity of the concrete core with ASR cracks parallel to the load direction is 26.1 GPa and of the concrete core with ASR cracks perpendicular to the load direction is 2.5 GPa. The reduction in modulus of elasticity is significant for concrete cores with ASR cracks perpendicular to the load direction, which can be attributed to the compaction of the ASR cracks. To the authors’ experience the considerable reduction in elastic modulus of concrete cores cannot directly be related to the possible reduction in the bending stiffness of ASR deteriorated reinforced concrete beams. The difference between the measured modulus of elasticity of ASR cracked cores and the bending stiffness of ASR cracked reinforced concrete beams may be attributed to restraint conditions of concrete in the reinforced beams and the ASR induced pre-stress in the reinforcement.

4.2 Strain gage measurement of ASR induced pre-stress in reinforcement

Figure 8 shows 6 strain gage measurements attained from beams cut from two different trapezoidal slabs from bridge no. 3. The Figure shows a rapid increment from zero strain when the reinforcement bar was cut, where after increases in the slope are seen and then a stabilization of the curves. This steep increasing part of the curves corresponds to the cutting of the reinforcement bars and thereby the contraction of them. The stabilized parts of the curves correspond to the measured tensile strain, i.e. pre-stress action, in the reinforcement bars. Figure 8 shows that the measured strains in the reinforcement bars are similar on approximately 1.0 ‰ in beams from both trapezoidal slabs. The value of 0.72 ‰ is lower than the other measurements which is explained by a much lower anchorage length (0.3 m) of the reinforcement bar compared to the anchorage length of the other reinforcement bars (>1.0 m).

Figure 9 shows the visual condition and crack formation on beams cut from the two trapezoidal slabs. The Figure shows that the beams cut from slab no. 2 contain remarkable fewer ASR cracks than beams cut from slab no. 1. The compressive strength of cores drilled from the two slabs is also different. In average the compressive strength is 15 MPa lower for slab no. 1 compared to slab no. 2 for both crack orientations. These results question how the pre-stress in the reinforcement develops as a function of ASR expansion and crack formation. Apparently, the above mentioned results show that the ASR induced pre-stress in the reinforcement may be achieved just as the first ASR cracks and expansion develops in the concrete. The ASR induced pre-stress action in the reinforcement may rapidly achieve a constant level even if further expansion and crack formation occur in the concrete.

The Technical University of Denmark and the Southern University of Denmark are currently performing tests and strain gage measurements on 16 non-shear reinforced slabs with dimension of 1.5 x 1.5 x 0.25 m (l x w x h). The slabs are cast in laboratory. Some of the slabs are conditioned in a climate chamber and some will be placed outdoor and exposed to a natural real-life environment, since it is not clear if the ASR induced pre-stress action in laboratory conditioned specimens develops to the same rate as outdoor. It is expected that the ASR expansion will be slower in a real-life environment. The research is performed in order to investigate how the pre-stress in the reinforcement develops as a function of ASR expansion and crack formation, and the relation between possible decrease in compressive and tensile strength.

4.3 Shear capacity of real-life ASR damaged beams

The shear test results for the three beams 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are shown in Figure 10. The Figure shows a linearly decrease of the shear capacity as function of the shear span to effective depth ratio, a/d. The high shear capacity at a small shear span to effective depth ratio may by explained by the effect of arching action.

The shear test results were compared with calculations based on the shear model in Eurocode 2 [19,20]. The use of this model is based on a practical point of view since the shear model in Eurocode 2 is the basis of shear verification in most European countries.

Table 1 shows the calculated shear capacities according to Eurocode 2. In the calculations the
average measured strain at the longitudinal reinforcement bars of 1.1 ‰ is used. In the calculations the mean compressive strength of 27.5 MPa corresponding to the strength of cores with ASR cracks parallel to the load direction is used. The mean compressive strength of concrete cores with cracks perpendicular to the load direction is measured to 16.6 MPa.

The tested shear capacities of the three beams shows results both above (for minor shear span to effective depth ratio) for beam 3.1 and below (for larger shear-span to effective depth ratio) for beams 3.2 and 3.3 the calculated shear capacities where the ASR induced pre-stress in the longitudinal reinforcement is included in the calculations. The ratio between the calculated shear capacity and the tested shear capacity varies from 0.85 to 1.09. According to [21] the original compressive strength of the concrete without inclusion of the ASR cracks is estimated to 42.5 MPa by means of fluorescence microscopy. The calculated shear capacity using the original strength is approximately 0.91MPa. The tested shear capacities show that apparently no significant reduction of the shear capacity had occurred even by severe ASR damages where the concrete compressive strength is reduced by more than 60 % (concrete cores with ASR cracks perpendicular to the load direction) and 35 % (concrete cores with ASR cracks parallel to load direction).

5 CONCLUSION

The main preliminary conclusions obtained from the studies on the influence of ASR on the shear capacity and compressive strength of real-life bridges are:

1. The ASR crack orientation in the bridge decks has a significant influence on the measured concrete compressive strength. The normal drilling orientation in a bridge deck giving concrete cores with ASR cracks perpendicular to the load direction shows a very conservative concrete compressive strength.
2. The modulus of elasticity of the drilled concrete cores has decreased, especially for concrete cores with ASR cracks perpendicular to the load direction. However this may not necessary means that the bending stiffness of ASR damaged reinforced concrete beams has decreased in the same rate.
3. The shear test results indicate that the pre-stress in the reinforcement induced by the ASR expansion can significantly compensate for the loss of compressive strength in real-life bridges.
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### TABLE 1: Results of three point bending test and comparison of test results with calculations according to the shear model in Eurocode 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam no.</th>
<th>a/d</th>
<th>τ_{test}</th>
<th>f_{c, parallel}</th>
<th>τ_{cal}</th>
<th>τ_{test}/τ_{cal}</th>
<th>τ_{test}/τ_{cal}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Shear span to effective depth ratio
2) Tested shear capacity
3) Average compressive strength of concrete cores with ASR cracks parallel to the load direction
4) The original compressive strength estimated by fluorescence microscopy
5) Average measured ASR induced tensile strain in reinforcement bars
6) Calculated shear capacity based on the estimated original compressive strength without inclusion of ASR induced pre-stress
7) Calculated shear capacity based on the measured compressive strength of concrete cores with calculated inclusion of ASR induced pre-stress

![FIGURE 1: Fluorescent impregnated concrete cores drilled vertically (a) and horizontally (b) from bridge no. 3. The crack pattern is typical for all the three severe ASR damaged bridge decks. However the amount of cracks varies between the bridge decks and areas within the same bridge deck. The ASR induced cracks are orientated parallel to the reinforcement bars. The ASR expansion is not restricted in the vertical direction, since the bridge slabs are not provided with vertical reinforcement.](image-url)
FIGURE 2: Bridge no. 1 - Fine longitudinal wet cracks with white precipitations in the bridge deck and in the prestressed main beam.

FIGURE 3: Bridge no. 3 – Overview from beneath of the pile supported reinforced bridge deck.

FIGURE 4: Bridge no. 3 – Longitudinal and transverse ASR induced cracks with white precipitations from beneath the bridge deck. Locally there is sign of reinforcement corrosion.
FIGURE 5: Bridge no. 3 - Trapezoidal slabs cut into beams at the Technical University of Denmark. Beam no. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 were loaded until failure in a three point bending test setup. Concrete cores were drilled from beam A, B, C and D after strain gage measurements of the ASR induced tensile strain in the reinforcement bars.

FIGURE 6: Measured compressive strength of concrete cores with cracks parallel and perpendicular to the load direction. The results are presented graphically as a box and whisker plot. The bottom and top of the boxes represents the first and third quartiles and the line inside the boxes represents the second quartile (the median). The top and bottom of the whiskers represents the measured maximum and minimum compressive strengths, respectively.

FIGURE 7: Stress-strain relationship for drilled concrete cores with ASR cracks orientated parallel and perpendicular to the load direction. The shapes of the curves are representative for the concrete cores tested from all three examined bridge slabs.
FIGURE 8: Measured ASR induced tensile strain in reinforcement bars as function of time. 3 strain gage measurements are performed on the longitudinal reinforcement bars on beams cut from slab no. 1 and slab no. 2, respectively.

FIGURE 9: Surface condition of concrete beam in slab no. 1 (left) and slab no. 2 (right). Slab no. 1 has considerably more ASR induced cracks than slab no. 2. There are locally signs of surface corrosion on transverse reinforcement bars in slab no. 1, but no sign of corrosion in the longitudinal reinforcement bars where the strain gage measurements are conducted.

FIGURE 10: Tested shear capacity as function of shear span to effective depth ratio, a/d, from beam no. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The presented beams are cut from the same trapezoidal slab.